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Famous For:
Chairman of Japan Mensa 2014-2015 and hosting the Asian Mensan Gathering 2014 in Osaka • Lifetime educator and teacher.
Organisations/Memberships:
WGD, Mensa, Helliq Society, Grand IQ Society, Tetra Society, sinApsa Society. Fellow of the Research Institute.
I want young generations to have hope by envisioning "the bright future plan of Japan" lost after the collapse of the 'bubble' economy
in 1990. In Japan, meaning of IQ is not understood well, so this utilization has not been carried out. Japan's population enters into the
reduction period, so there becomes no extra human power. I, as a member of the research and educational institutions, am hoping to
build a new society in which all young people can be given educations tailored to their ability.
Why work with IQ:
Early half of my life was full of happiness. All times are full of fun, such as research in graduate school, water sports, and gourmet.
They gave me the inexhaustible joy. It is not because I was rich, but because I was able to come up with interesting things every day.
But when I entered into Mensa, I noticed that not all people with high intelligence live happy lives. I want to increase the people with
high intelligence who live happy lives taking advantage of intelligence.
Goal for IQ as a WGD Ambassador Genius of the Year:
We intend to introduce WGD to the high IQ people of Asia and deepen exchanges together.
Statement for the World:
Please pay attention to Asia and Japan. We are beginning to increase fellows rapidly now. High intelligence has infinite possibilities
definitely. It should be used not only for the owners, but also for the people around and for the sake of the world. For the happiness of
the people in the world, let's work together.

